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Charged particle injections are regularly observed in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere by 
Cassini.  They are attributed to an ongoing process of flux-tube interchange driven by the 
strong centrifugal force associated with Saturn’s rapid rotation.  Numerical simulations 
suggest that these interchange injections can be associated with inward flow channels, in 
which plasma confined to a narrow range of longitudes moves radially toward the planet, 
gaining energy, while ambient plasma in the adjacent regions moves more slowly 
outward.  Most previous analyses of these events have neglected this radial motion and 
inferred properties of the events under the assumption that they appear instantaneously at 
the spacecraft’s L-shell and thereafter drift azimuthally.  This paper describes features of 
injections that can be related to their radial motion prior to observation.  We use a 
combination of phase space density profiles and an updated version of a test-particle 
model to quantify properties of the injection.  We are able to infer the longitudinal width 
of the injection, the radial travel time from its point of origin, and the starting L shell of 
the injection.  We can also predict which energies can remain inside the channel during 
the radial transport.  To highlight the effects of radial propagation at a finite speed, we 
focus on those interchange injections without extensive features of azimuthal dispersion.  
Injections that have traveled radially for one or more hours prior to observation would 
have been initiated at a different local time than that of the observation.  Finally, we 
describe an injection where particles have drifted azimuthally into a flow channel prior to 
observation by Cassini.   
1. Introduction.   1 
Injections of charged particles in Saturn’s magnetosphere can be identified in 2 
multiple Cassini data sets.  In terms of morphology, it is useful to separate interchange 3 
injections from more global injection processes.  Interchange-related structures represent 4 
a means of transport that leaves the background magnetic field largely unperturbed, while 5 
global processes often involve large-scale magnetic reconfiguration.  Based on their 6 
analysis of many events, Mitchell et al. (2014) found the former usually occur inward of 7 
about 12 RS (1 Saturn radius = 60268 km), while the latter are more commonly observed 8 
outward of that distance.  Interchange injections can be thought of as flux tube bundles 9 
(see, for instance, Burch et al. 2005) or flow channels (see below).  A review of the 10 
literature on Saturn injections, including key findings, can be found in Thomsen et al. 11 
(2013).   12 
Southwood and Kivelson (1987) and others have described conditions under 13 
which plasma distributions are unstable to the interchange process, which involve the 14 
radial gradient of both the entropy and the density or flux tube content.  Since this work is 15 
focused on features of injected distributions that are measured by Cassini, we will not 16 
address the underlying physics of the instability.   17 
In this work, we will focus on signatures of the radial motion of interchange 18 
injections as observed in the Cassini Plasma Spectrometer (CAPS) and Magnetosphere 19 
Imaging Instrument (MIMI) data sets (Young et al. 2004; Krimigis et al. 2004).  Together 20 
these data sets cover the ion and electron thermal plasma and energetic charged particle 21 
energy ranges (eV to MeV).  For brevity, we will use the term “injection” to mean 22 
“interchange injection” throughout this paper.  23 
 4 
In plasma and charged particle data, injections can be observed, when the charged 24 
particle phase space density (PSD) profiles at constant adiabatic invariants varies as a 25 
function of radial distance from the planet.  For example, an injection starting at high 26 
PSD and large L that moves inward into a region of lower PSD will appear as a flux 27 
enhancement since its initial PSD is approximately conserved (e.g., Mauk et al. 2005).  28 
Similarly, an injection initiated in a region of low PSD (as at low energies and larger 29 
radial distances) will appear as a depletion in the thermal plasma in the inner 30 
magnetosphere.   31 
In addition to data analysis, we will also describe and employ a test particle model 32 
to make more quantitative the specific features that are a focus of this work.  Our model 33 
significantly expands upon an earlier model we have used to study injections in charged 34 
particles above about 10 keV only (Paranicas et al. 2010).  The chief modification of our 35 
model relates to the inclusion of a finite radial speed for the injection and the 36 
consequences for the trajectories of the test particles.  These details are described fully 37 
below.     38 
 39 
2.  Injection model. 40 
The picture of injections we employ is adopted from a simplified picture of the 41 
flow channels revealed by the Rice Convection Model (RCM) simulations of Liu et al. 42 
(2010).  Specifically, we assume the creation of channels in which there is an inward 43 
plasma flow (i.e., a radial E x B drift motion of the particle guiding centers) with a 44 
constant value for a specified length of time, after which the inward velocity is zero.  The 45 
model channel is taken to have a constant angular width in azimuth.  We use a longitude 46 
 5 
system (SLS) based on Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR) modulation (see, Kurth et al. 47 
2008, and references therein).  For this model, the flow channel is always described in a 48 
corotating frame.  It is important to keep in mind that this description is a better fit for 49 
some interchange injections than others.  Other pictures such as flux tube bundles or even 50 
more elaborated fingers with merging and vortices (e.g., Hirake et al. 2012), probably fit 51 
other classes of observed injections better.   52 
Assuming the test particle’s motion can be approximated by the motion of its 53 
guiding center, we populate a grid in L shell and longitude with test particles.  At each 54 
location we assume there is a range of energies at log-spaced intervals.  In all, there are 55 
approximately one million test particles at the start of the simulation.  We assume all 56 
particles begin to move inward from a narrow range of L shells around an L start (Ls) at 57 
constant inflow speed, conserving their first adiabatic invariant of motion in a dipolar 58 
magnetic field.  In addition to this radial motion, we assume particles in the channel 59 
follow the same bulk corotation as the surrounding plasma and undergo energy- and 60 
species-dependent gradient-curvature drifts; both of these motions are in the azimuthal 61 
direction.  Since the measured magnetic field strength inside injections is typically within 62 
a few percent of the surrounding field, we estimate these drifts using the background 63 
dipole of Saturn. 64 
  We compute the new characteristics of the test particles using a bounce-65 
averaged, gradient-curvature drift approximation (Thomsen and Van Allen 1980).  66 
Halfway between the L steps, we update the test particle’s energy and longitude.  When 67 
the test particles reach the range of L shells of observation by Cassini (designated here as 68 
Lo), the simulation is stopped.  Due to how our code is constructed, it is possible for 69 
 6 
observation L shells to be filled for up to 15 minutes leading to a small amount of 70 
azimuthal drift that can be observed in the simulations.  Furthermore, this short filling 71 
time of the observation shells fits both pictures of the front of an injection channel and a 72 
flux tube bundle. 73 
For the magnetic field orientation at Saturn, electrons have westward gradient-74 
curvature drifts, while ions have eastward ones relative to the corotating channel. If they 75 
are not prohibited from drifting out of a flow channel, electrons can escape through the 76 
western edge and ions can escape through the eastern edge.  Furthermore, the gradient-77 
curvature drift speeds increase nearly linearly with particle energy.  Burch et al. (2005) 78 
reasoned that the cross-section of a flux tube would lose particles as they drift out in this 79 
manner, the effect being more important at higher energies.  They also inferred an inflow 80 
speed from this concept.   81 
As described by Burch et al. (2005), another consequence of this drift-out effect is 82 
that the maximum energy that can be transported radially inward depends on the inflow 83 
speed.  That is, for faster inflow speeds, energetic particles have less time to drift out of 84 
the flow channel during their radial transport.  Thus faster inflow speeds mean higher 85 
energy particles can be delivered closer to the planet.  86 
Figure 1 shows an example of an injection from the CAPS data set obtained on 87 
day 2005-104 at about 1500 UTC.  For this time-energy spectrogram, the colors represent 88 
energy flux (energy times intensity).  We propose this is an example of the drift out 89 
process that is the focus of this paper.  The injection is widest below about 1 keV and 90 
narrows with increasing energy.  During the plasma’s inward radial motion that is part of 91 
the interchange process, electrons drift away from the eastern edge of the flow channel 92 
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towards then through the western edge (Burch et al. 2005).  The effect is harder to see in 93 
cold to suprathermal plasma because that plasma travels around Saturn at nearly the local 94 
corotation speed.  But at higher energies, the effect becomes very pronounced.  95 
In creating simulated injections, we consider a narrow range of L shells (Lo) 96 
around the value corresponding to the in situ measurement.  Near Lo, we keep track of 97 
test particles whether they are still inside the channel or whether they recently exited the 98 
channel.  Cassini moves both radially and azimuthally across a flow channel when it 99 
encounters it and our model takes this into account.  100 
The model we present here systematizes this drift-out process and provides an 101 
approach that can be exploited in the future for a much larger set of events in this class of 102 
injections to help understand the radial transport of interchange injections.  It is important 103 
to note that we have carefully selected events for this study that show features we believe 104 
are due to the drift out process.  Many interchange events do not show such 105 
characteristics.    106 
 107 
3. Influence of starting L shell and inward flow speed.   108 
 In this section, we show some results of the test particle model to describe the 109 
kinds of effects we anticipate and their causes.  For the cases we describe in this section, 110 
we will use the same spacecraft ephemeris information for an actual injection, that we 111 
will analyze in the next section, observed on day 2007-321 at about 01:10 UTC by both 112 
CAPS/ELS and MIMI/LEMMS.  ELS is the Electron Spectrometer and LEMMS is the 113 
Low Energy Magnetosphere Measurement System sensor.  At the time of this 114 
observation, the spacecraft was at about Lo=5.9 and at a few degrees north latitude in the 115 
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magnetosphere.  In each simulation, we launch approximately one million test particles 116 
from a region around Ls; the exact number depends on how well the results cover the 117 
final energy range.  Around Lo, we find the eastern and western edges of the injected 118 
population at a set of representative energies.  Below we refer to the “leading” edge of 119 
the injected test particles as the edge that is first encountered by Cassini (i.e., the left 120 
hand edge of the particles in the time-energy spectrograms we use here) and the “trailing” 121 
edge as the boundary of the test particle population that is detected last.  122 
 In Figures 2 and 3, we assume the test particles are electrons initially populating 123 
2.65
o
 of Saturn longitude.  In Figure 2, we assume the radial speed of the test particles is 124 
20 km/s and we vary Ls to produce the displayed curves.  There are three start locations: 125 
Ls=7.2 (solid black curve), Ls=8.0 (solid gray curve), and L=11.0 (dotted black curve).  126 
The total radial drift time between the start and stop L shells can be found from, td = (Ls - 127 
Lo)/vr.  The injection described by the solid black line has the shortest total radial 128 
transport time and therefore this channel contains the highest energies among the three 129 
cases.  The highest energy particles did not have sufficient time to drift azimuthally out of 130 
the channel because of the short radial drift time and the large azimuthal width.  It is also 131 
worth noting in Figure 2, near the lowest energies of the curves (around 1 keV), the 132 
particles that crossed the largest range of L shells gained the most energy. 133 
 In Figure 3, we simulate the same channel as in Figure 2, but this time we vary 134 
the radial speed, keeping Ls = 8.0 in all cases.  The inflow speeds are vr=35 km/s (black 135 
solid curve), 20 km/s (gray curve), and 10 km/s (black dotted curve).  Again, for the most 136 
rapid radial transport (or equivalently the shortest total radial drift time), energetic 137 
electrons do not have as much time to drift azimuthally out of the channel before 138 
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reaching Lo.  Therefore the highest energy injection at Lo corresponds to the most rapid 139 
inflow speed when all the injections start at the same Ls.   140 
We also note that the way our model works, the observation L shell is filled for 141 
slightly different amounts of time depending on the radial inflow speed.  The dotted black 142 
line corresponds to filling for about 15 minutes (in the other 2 cases, these L shells are 143 
filled for a shorter amount of time).  This does not change the maximum energy, but 144 
shifts the point (where the leading and trailing edges meet) slightly to the right in the 145 
figure.  The longer Lo is filled, the more azimuthal drift on the shell we expect.  We plan 146 
to take up the features associated with azimuthal drift on the observation L shell more 147 
extensively in a later study.  148 
 Figures 2 and 3 show that both Ls and vr affect the upper cutoff energy of the 149 
injected distribution.  However, the fundamental dependence is actually the total radial 150 
transport time, which is a combination of the two.  When the simulations are run varying 151 
both Ls and vr such that the radial drift time is constant, the variation of the cutoff energy 152 
is much less than when either Ls or vr is varied alone.  Indeed, if it weren’t for the L-153 
dependence of the azimuthal drift speed, the profiles with the same td would be identical. 154 
These idealized cases show that if Ls can be estimated, the upper energy cutoff of the 155 
observed signature can be used to constrain the inflow speed.  156 
 157 
4. Data-model comparisons. 158 
 As noted above, the total inward travel time governs the final shape of the 159 
injection, and Ls and vr cannot be separately determined from a given injection profile.  160 
Therefore, we attempt to narrow parameter space by using the phase space density profile 161 
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of the particles and the assumption that during the relatively rapid radial transport, the 162 
phase space densities are conserved for constant adiabatic invariants.  Rymer et al. (2009) 163 
used the PSD along the orbit during which the injection was observed to infer a starting 164 
location of the injection in their analysis.  Here we will use both the recent PSD profile 165 
(i.e., from orbital data obtained around the time the injection was observed) and also the 166 
mission-averaged PSD profile to estimate Ls.   167 
  In Figure 4, we show two PSD profiles corresponding to electrons with 2 keV at 168 
the observation location.  Both profiles average over all pitch angles and assume 169 
adiabatic heating of particles with 70
o
 equatorial pitch angles, similar to the model 170 
assumptions.  The black line shows computed PSD from data obtained around the 171 
beginning of day 2007-321 and throughout the inbound part of the Cassini orbit.  The 172 
injection is clearly visible as the peak in PSD around L=5.9 (vertical dotted line).  The 173 
orange line is a mission-averaged PSD profile corresponding to the same values of the 174 
invariants.  To estimate Ls from these data, we use the mission-averaged profile, which 175 
has a more monotonic character.  We adopt Ls=7.2 as the “point of origin” of this 176 
injection because the PSD at this L shell is the same as the event at Lo~5.9 (vertical green 177 
line).  Figure 5 shows LEMMS electron intensity plots from the same time period.  Based 178 
on the MIMI data (which was sampling nearly field-aligned particles at this time), we 179 
would estimate the upper energy cutoff of the injection to be 60 keV. To achieve this 180 
upper energy with Ls=7.2 requires vr ~18 km/s in our simulation, corresponding to a 181 
radial transport time of about 1.2 hours. 182 
 In Figure 6, we show a spectrogram of ELS and LEMMS data from this time 183 
period and two sets of modeled edges. The ELS data have a constant background value 184 
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subtracted so that the transition near 20 keV between ELS and LEMMS is smoother in 185 
intensity.  The leading and trailing edges at the higher energies that overlay the data 186 
correspond to vr~18 km/s, as discussed above.  We also included a fit at 9 km/s (set of 187 
leading and trailing edges at lower energy) since the ELS and LEMMS data correspond 188 
to different local pitch angles, leading to some uncertainty in the fitting process.  At equal 189 
energy, field-aligned particles gradient-curvature drift slower than equatorially-mirroring 190 
ones.  Therefore it is possible in this case that the more field-aligned MIMI data show a 191 
slightly higher maximum energy than if it were measuring the same pitch angles as ELS.  192 
Finally, these spectrograms provide a good picture of the injection and the surrounding 193 
plasma, but near the transition in energy between the two instruments, it is harder to 194 
make out subtle changes in intensity.  We have found that line plots (such as in Figure 5) 195 
are more useful in identifying the peak energy needed in the model to constrain the 196 
inflow speed. 197 
 In Figure 7, we show another time-energy spectrogram using only ELS data 198 
obtained on day 2005-068 beginning at 02:00 UTC.  As in all the injections we show in 199 
this paper, the spacecraft was close to the magnetic equator when the injection was 200 
detected.  For the data shown, ELS was measuring electrons with approximately 90
o
 local 201 
pitch angle.  We simulated this injection assuming electrons with a mirror latitude of 5
o
 202 
and superimposed the leading and trailing edges from our model on the data.  Next we 203 
describe how the model parameters were chosen for this fit.   204 
The PSD profile in Figure 8, corresponding to 600 eV electrons in the observed 205 
injection, shows an analysis for this event that is similar to that shown in Figure 4.  To 206 
model this event, we assume Ls=8.55.  In Figure 9, we show line plots of the three lowest 207 
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energy LEMMS electron channels from this time period.  A remnant of the injection is 208 
visible in channel C0 (just prior to 02:19 UTC), but it does not seem to appear at higher 209 
energies.  This guides our choice of the upper energy cutoff to be ~ 27 keV.  From these 210 
considerations, for the fit displayed in Figure 6, we use a longitudinal width of 1.7
o
, 211 
initial energies of 125 eV to 1 MeV, and vr=18.2 km/s, corresponding to a total radial 212 
drift time of td~1.3 hours, with the results shown in Figure 7.  213 
  214 
5.  Evidence for drift into the channel.  215 
In this section, we discuss how features associated with the radial motion of the 216 
particles can be used to analyze more complex injections.  In Figure 10, we show two 217 
closely related injections observed by ELS and LEMMS on day 2006-080 at Lo of 7.3-218 
7.4.  Previously some analysis has been carried out on these injections in the MIMI 219 
energy range (Paranicas et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2015).  Paranicas et al. (2008) 220 
suggested that if these separate injections are isolated flux tubes, it is then hard to 221 
reconcile the data at high energy.  This is because at some pitch angles, the older bands of 222 
dispersing particles, visible above about 100 keV in the MIMI data, are the same inside 223 
and outside the events.  Mitchell et al. (2015) expanded on the analysis of this time period 224 
showing mostly MIMI ion data and pitch angle dependence.  They presented 225 
magnetometer data indicating an increase in Bz of 11-12% inside the injection compared 226 
to the surrounding plasma.  227 
The two injections shown in Figure 10 are roughly confined to these time 228 
boundaries: 04:24 – 04:35 UTC and 04:45 – 04:54 UTC.  The horizontal stripe between 229 
about 20 and 40 keV (note that the y axis shows the logarithm of energy) is an instrument 230 
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artifact caused by sunlight entering the LEMMS telescope.  Below this energy, the 231 
electron population looks similar to what we have discussed in the previous sections, 232 
exhibiting drift-dispersion and leakage out of the channel on the trailing side (see the 233 
faint distribution, for instance, extending to the right from about 04:54 UTC in the tens of 234 
keV energies).  Because of the light contamination, this injection was not ideal to model.  235 
However, we carried out a coarse fit to the electrons observed between about 04:27 and 236 
04:35 UTC, assuming this group of electrons has a cutoff energy of 35 keV.  Other 237 
parameters used to fit the data were: 3.7
o
 longitudinal width, electron energies of 1 keV 238 
to 1 MeV at Ls=9.0 (determined by the PSD matching technique), and vr~14 km/s 239 
(necessary to produce a maximum energy of 35 keV); this corresponds to, td~2.15 hours. 240 
The presence of enhanced fluxes of electrons at energies well above the apparent 241 
cutoff we have modeled, with strict confinement to the same longitudes as the 242 
suprathermal particles, is a more peculiar aspect of these data.  The issue is that between 243 
04:44 and 04:54 UTC, for instance, at energies above 10 keV, the spacecraft encounters a 244 
flux enhancement at all energies at the same time.  But these particles drift at different 245 
rates around the magnetosphere.  So the question is why are they not dispersed. 246 
We propose the following interpretation of these data.  When a flow channel 247 
forms or “opens” and creates a radial pathway between L shells, particles drift inward.  248 
As we have described in this paper, during this inward radial drift, some electrons will 249 
drift sideways out of the channels, depending on parameters such as their energy and 250 
their longitude with respect to the channel edges.  However, it is also possible for 251 
ambient electrons to drift into the channel at all positions along its radial path.  As this 252 
occurs, they experience the increased magnetic field strength within the channel and gain 253 
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perpendicular energy, due to the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant of motion. 254 
Furthermore, energetic charged particles entering the channel in this manner also gain 255 
energy as they drift radially inward toward the planet.  Both of these effects lead to a flux 256 
enhancement inside the channel compared to the surroundings.  Since these particles 257 
enter the channel at different radial distances and are in different stages of drifting across 258 
the channel, they can fill the channel in a more uniform way.  That is, they do not have 259 
the coherent drift out signatures seen in the main population of the injection at lower 260 
energies. 261 
Considering a flux tube picture, Mitchell et al. (2015) also required non-equatorial 262 
particles around 100 keV (for the same day 2006-080 event) to drift into the flux tube.  263 
We are viewing the 2006-080 data in the context of a radially extended flow channel.  In 264 
such a picture, particles from the surroundings continuously drift into the channel and are 265 
carried radially inward by it.  This is a useful picture for some events because the channel 266 
structure itself provides a means by which energetic charged particles can be further 267 
energized and carried radially inward toward Saturn.  When the channel eventually closes 268 
or the inward flow is halted, it is possible that these populated structures disperse and 269 
create the bands that are seen in the MIMI data (Paranicas et al. 2011).  Such bands can 270 
extend over several L shells. 271 
  272 
6.  Discussion. 273 
The test particle model described above helps us to understand features in 274 
interchange injections observed by Cassini.  In particular, we have illustrated that because 275 
of the drift-out effect at finite inflow speeds, an upper cutoff energy exists in the injected 276 
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population, which can tell us about the radial drift time of the injection.  For the three 277 
events we modeled in detail here, we found radial drift times of ~1.2-2.4 hrs, 1.3 hr, and 278 
2.2 hr.  This radial travel time must be included in a determination of the local time of 279 
origin of these events and would shift the inferred local time of the injection origin.  280 
Previous analyses of the distribution of local times of injections [e.g., Chen and Hill 281 
2008; Kennelly et al., 2013] have neglected this radial transport time and would therefore 282 
not accurately reflect the actual local time of origin. 283 
The radial flow speeds we have estimated for these three events (~9 to 18 km/s) 284 
are reasonably consistent with the few previous estimates of inflow speed (e.g., Burch et 285 
al., 2005; Rymer et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010).  This analysis should be expanded to a 286 
larger population of events to establish the range of variability and the radial dependence 287 
of the inflow speed. 288 
In this study, we have focused on the effects that are related to the inward radial 289 
transport of the individual particles.  For simplicity, we have assumed in our model that 290 
the electromagnetic fields in the flow channel mirror those in the surrounding medium, 291 
except for the electric field that drives the radial motion.  A feature we have ignored here 292 
is the magnetic gradient at the azimuthal edges of the flow channel (see, for example, 293 
Mitchell et al. 2015).  This gradient will likely cause an additional radial drift along the 294 
flow channel edges as particles drift azimuthally toward the edges.  Put another way, as 295 
particles reach the edges and begin to exit the channel, they may have components of 296 
azimuthal and radial drift.  This may explain why regions just external to the channel are 297 
often not coherently populated by particles that exited the channel onto that L shell earlier 298 
(i.e., during the time the channel was open at that L shell prior to observation). 299 
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 300 
The use of the PSD profile in constraining Ls also contains uncertainties. For each 301 
value of the first adiabatic invariant in the measured injection, both the recent and the 302 
average profile can vary.  We have attempted to survey parameter space by looking at Ls 303 
for various energies and pitch angles, but a more systematic approach would be desirable.   304 
A main conclusion of this paper is that we expect charged particles to drift 305 
azimuthally in and out of flow channels during their inward motion.  That is, the flow 306 
channel boundaries, in the limited cases we have surveyed, do not prohibit this motion. A 307 
consequence of this conclusion relates to how the channel structure limits the energies of 308 
particles that can be carried inward.  Channels that are very narrow in azimuthal width 309 
cannot transport energetic particles as deeply into the inner magnetosphere as wider 310 
channels can, if other parameters are the same.  Also, we have shown that unless the 311 
inflow speed is large, energetic particles drift sideways out of the channel and there is a 312 
limit to how efficiently the radiation belts can be supplied with high energy particles 313 
within the context of flow channels.  314 
 315 
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Figure captions. 368 
Figure 1.  Time-energy spectrogram of CAPS ELS data obtained on day 2005-104.  369 
Energy flux during this event is most intense at the highest energies displayed on the 370 
right-hand side.  This paper suggests this feature is due to the gradient-curvature drift 371 
of energetic electrons causing losses through the western edge (right-hand edge in this 372 
display) of a flow channel. 373 
Figure 2.  Leading (left-hand side) and trailing (right-hand-side) edges for a series of test 374 
particles launched from different L starts with a common radial drift speed of 20 km/s.  375 
The edges correspond to test particles that can be detected by Cassini, using its 376 
ephemeris information on day 2007-321.  Test particles have energies between 200 eV 377 
and 1 MeV at Ls and mirror latitudes of 10
o
.  378 
Figure 3.  Same display type as Figure 2.  Here we keep Ls=8.0 and vary the radial speed.  379 
The black solid curve corresponds to vr=35 km/s, the solid gray curve is vr=20 km/s, 380 
and the dotted black curve is vr=10 km/s. 381 
Figure 4.  Electron phase space density as a function of dipole L shell for recent time 382 
(black curve) and mission-averaged data (orange curve).  Data are averaged over all 383 
pitch angles to improve statistics.  The PSD calculation is based on 70
o
 equatorial 384 
pitch angles.  A vertical dotted blue line shows the injection in question. 385 
Figure 5.  Line plots of the intensity of tens of keV electrons detected by LEMMS around 386 
the time of the injection on day 2007-321.  The figure shows six separate energy 387 
channels.  During this time, the spacecraft is at a few degrees north latitude. 388 
Figure 6.  Overlay of ELS and LEMMS time-energy spectrogram and two sets of 389 
modeled injection edges.  The injection had a longitudinal width of 2.65
o
.  At Ls=7.2, 390 
the electrons had energies between 200 eV and 1 MeV, with a mirror latitude of 10
o
.  391 
The mirror latitude is chosen to correspond to the equatorial pitch angle detected by 392 
ELS during the observation.  393 
Figure 7.  Time-energy spectrogram of ELS data obtained on day 2005-068.  We model 394 
the second injection feature and superimpose an outline created from the test particles 395 
in the simulation.   396 
Figure 8.  Electron PSD as a function of dipole L shell for recent time (black curve) and 397 
mission-averaged data (orange curve).  The PSD calculation is based on 80
o
 equatorial 398 
pitch angles. A vertical dotted line shows the same injection that is described in 399 
Figures 7 and 9. 400 
Figure 9.  Line plots of the intensity of tens of keV electrons detected by LEMMS around 401 
the time of the injection.  The maximum energy of the injection is detected in the 402 
lowest energy electron channel of LEMMS. 403 
Figure 10.  Two closely related injections observed by Cassini on day 2006-080.  The 404 
time-energy spectrogram shows a limited energy range near the transition energy 405 
between ELS and LEMMS.  The y-axis is in log10 (E in keV).  The horizontal stripe at 406 
energies just above 20 keV is due to light contamination in the LEMMS sensor. 407 
 408 
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C0 e- 18.0 to 40.0 keV
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C2 e- 41.0 to 60.0 keV 
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Method of identifying flow channel features based on recent radial transport 
 
Inward transport of energetic charged particles limited by flow channel properties 
 
Use data model comparisons to infer flow channel properties at Saturn 
 
 
 
Highlights (for review)
